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All Candidate's performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
A1 3703 16.9 4.3 30 56.5 44.2
A2 4663 17.1 4.1 30 57.1 55.6
B1 5054 16.9 4.4 30 56.2 60.3
B2 4916 16.3 4.4 30 54.3 58.6
B3 3353 16 4.7 30 53.4 40
B4 3313 15.5 4.7 30 51.7 39.5
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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Answer one question from Section A and two questions from Section B.

Once you have chosen your questions, fill in the box on the front page of this Answer Book.

You must use a different media industry for each question.

For each industry, you must refer to the three main texts you have studied.

SECTION A: TEXT

Answer one question from this section.

You must refer to the three main texts you have studied in each answer.

[30]

Either,

A1. Explore the narrative structure of your three main texts. 

Or, 

A2. ‘Most texts today mix genres.’  How true is this of your three main texts? [30]

SECTION B: INDUSTRY AND AUDIENCE

Answer two questions from this section, using a different media industry for each. 

You must refer to the three main texts you have studied in each answer.

[30]

[30]

[30]

B1. What do texts offer audiences? Refer to your three main texts in your answer. 

B2. How do your three main texts use digital technology? 

B3. How do your three main texts position audiences? 

B4. To what extent are your three main texts global? [30]
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Sticky Note
To Develop:The answer lacks the depth and use of detailed examples to reach the higher levels of the mark scheme.  Overall, the candidate does not expand on points made, lacks engagements with aspects of the context and the detailed application of knowledge.·	The introduction is not developed; although the candidate references the impact of the narrative structure on audiences and character development, they do not expand on this point further.  ·	Reference to ‘Peepshow’ does not develop further than application of Todorov’s theory and although the candidate uses examples from a specific episode, this tends to be descriptive and lacking depth.·	Propp’s narrative theory is applied to ‘The Apprentice’, with the candidate demonstrating some understanding of the character functions within the show;  however again, this is not developed and lacks detailed examples to support points made.·	The candidate discusses the use of archetypes within The Apprentice and how the characters create conflict within the narrative, using an example to support points.  This could be developed by discussing how the other texts also use archetypes and the purpose of these.·	Further detail could be developed from this, to examine the binary oppositions created through these characters.  ·	The purpose of archetypes could be further discussed, to include the impact of these on the structure of the narrative.·	The candidate does not refer to a specific episode of ‘The Apprentice’;  this may have helped the candidate to develop detailed examples and more focus.·	The candidate demonstrates a clearer understanding of the genre conventions and narrative structure of the third text, ‘The Bridge’.  This shows how candidates can demonstrate greater understanding without relying on narrative theories to answer the question.   ·	Discussion of this text lacks detailed examples to support points made.·	Although the candidate can describe the structure, there is little engagement with detailed examples to support or develop points.·	The conclusion lacks development and does not necessarily conclude points made in the essay.  

Sticky Note
The answer is clearly sound in knowledge and understanding and the candidate has made attempts to apply this to the question.·	The candidate demonstrates an understanding of narrative and the industry (TV) and texts studied.  ·	There is an attempt to apply Todorov, Propp and some narrative devices to the texts, with evidence of the candidate’s understanding.  The candidate has clearly engaged with the texts and can make links between the narrative and genre.
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Sticky Note
To Develop:The response to the question lacks depth and specific examples for most points, with some generalised comments made in an attempt to answer the question.  Despite some sense of knowledge and understanding of genre being evident, the candidate does not fully engage with all aspects of genre and the extent to which texts are hybrids.  ·	The introduction is fairly basic in content; although there is an identification of genre, this does not go beyond a basic understanding, without engaging in hybridity.·	The discussion of ‘The Apprentice’ demonstrates a viewpoint about how this show has become more of a hybrid, but misses the opportunity to fully develop the reasons for this; these remain implicitly focused on attracting audiences.·	‘The Apprentice’ answer is slightly descriptive throughout, for example the points made about the characters of the show are not fully focused on how far this demonstrates hybridity, and this point is rather laboured in reaching clarity.·	The focus for this text is the characters, rather than developing arguments about genre through other elements, for example the missed the opportunity for an engagement with the continuing Game Show element.·	‘The Bridge’ discussion shows an understanding of Crime and Noir; however, it tends to remain slightly descriptive and lacks depth.·	The discussion does address the narrative and issues (themes) that are generically conventional; however, it lacks examples to demonstrate and develop these points.·	The discussion of ‘The Bridge’ does not identify a specific episode.·	The discussion starts to become irrelevant as it moves towards audience theory, without linking back to genre conventions or hybridity.·	The consideration of ‘Peepshow’ lacks depth, with a brief discussion of the conventions/ hybridity, and lacks reference to a specific episode.·	This section of the essay shows some confusion over the nature of Sitcoms and the candidate contradicts himself in the first couple of paragraphs, showing a lack of clear understanding.·	Although there is an attempt to address narrative and characters of the genre, this is not developed in depth, lacks examples and shows a fairly basic viewpoint.·	The conclusion is limited in its relevance, with a basic comment about hybrid genres emerging.

Sticky Note
A viewpoint is emerging in this answer, with the candidate showing some understanding of the texts studied.  The candidate maintains a reasonable focus on the question and does attempt to engage with the idea that genres are becoming hybrids.  ·	There is an understanding evident of the conventions of genres, such as Crime, Reality TV and Sitcom·	There is some attempt to address the elements within genres, such as narrative, characters, themes, and how these contribute to genre conventions·	When discussing ‘The Apprentice’,  a specific episode is identified and examples linked to this.
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Sticky Note
The answer lacks depth and detail, with some generalised comments, and a lack of specific detailed examples.  The focus of the answer is a little narrow; the candidate would have benefited from thinking about the text offering pleasure in different ways to the audience, rather than restricting the focus to merchandise and marketing.  At times this becomes a little descriptive of marketing tools.·	Discussion of ‘The Dark Knight Rises’ focuses on the marketing and merchandise of the film – with this text, the candidate could explore some relevant points, such as what the film’s marketing campaign offered fans.  However, this is not fully developed and tends to be slightly descriptive.·	The candidate could have further developed discussion of ‘The Dark Knight Rises’ through the film’s franchise status; this is touched upon but not fully investigated.  The candidate demonstrates knowledge here but does not fully apply this to the question.·	The candidate discusses the viewing contexts of the film; however, again there is a lack of development of what this offers audiences.·	The discussion of ‘The Inbetweeners Movie’ is initially slightly descriptive, with a focus on the content of the text.·	The candidate implicitly links audience to social networking; however, there is a missed opportunity to fully develop discussion of this marketing technique ‘offering’ the audience something specific to this age group.·	Again, the candidate focuses on merchandise and marketing which leads to some generalised statements about the text not offering as much as ‘The Dark Knight Rises’; however this lacks depth or detailed examples.·	The discussion of’ Black Swan’ continues to focus on marketing and merchandise; however, this is a weaker response than on the other texts.  It lacks a clear grasp of the audience and what is offered by the text.·	The candidate needs to further engage with this text to identify the appeal/pleasure offered.  Again, the narrow focus on ‘offer’ in this answer restricts the candidate’s ability to engage with the film.·	The candidate may have benefited from trying to identify different audiences for these texts and the differing things ‘offered’.

Sticky Note
The candidate shows a sound attempt to engage with what the texts ‘offer’ audiences, with some sense of understanding evident that different texts offer audiences different things and an implicit sense of different audiences (e.g. fans and ‘The Dark Knight Rises’).·	There is a focus on the merchandise and marketing of the texts as offering audiences something.·	There is some attempt to discuss Commodity Fetishism linked to ‘The Dark Knight Rises’ and the film offering audiences fulfilment of this pleasure or need.·	The candidate demonstrates a sound understanding of the texts discussed, and some sound knowledge.
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Sticky Note
To Develop:The answer lacks depth. As with this candidate’s previous answer, there is evidence of sound understanding. However, at times there is a tendency to describe and the answer does not develop points or examples.  The answer may have benefited from further engagement with the digital technology used by the films, and also an exploration of the uses or benefits of technology past the rather basic comments about downloads.·	The candidate engages with the use of technology in ‘The Dark Knight Rises’, raising a good point about IMAX creating a community; however, this is not developed fully and does not expand on the points trying to link this to Facebook.  ·	Discussion of IMAX become slightly descriptive and does not expand on how else this is used by the text.  ·	Although discussion of the use of technology to download is relevant, it lacks depth and is not developed beyond a basic point around the text then being portable.  This tends to description and misses the opportunity to develop discussion of the use/advantages for both the audience and text of being accessible through a different form.·	Discussion of ‘Black Swan’ focuses on YouTube; this tends to describe rather than apply knowledge of the use of this for the text or audience.   The discussion of YouTube as publicity lacks depth and specific examples.·	Discussion of ‘The Inbetweeners Movie’ focuses on the use of social networking, with an attempt (not developed beyond implicit points) to consider the use of social networking and the target audience that is particularly focused on technology.·	There is some attempt to discuss the use of technology to create online word of mouth; however, this lacks depth and does not engage with the benefits of viral marketing for the text and how this is used.·	Comments about Netflix, as with earlier comments about downloads, do not expand beyond a fairly basic point, without developed examples.

Sticky Note
The candidate demonstrates a clear focus in the answer, with the response linked to how digital technology is used to market the film and attract or widen audiences.  The candidate shows a sound understanding of the different forms of digital technology used and how this may engage audiences.  ·	The introduction, although not fully developed, does demonstrate the candidate’s focus and understanding of the use of digital technology; this was also considered in the conclusion.·	The candidate shows an understanding of the contexts of the films, with some attempt to link the films, technology and specific audiences.
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Sticky Note
To Develop:The responses, particularly using ‘The Big Issue’ and ‘Real People’, lack depth compared to the ‘FHM’ response.  The candidate focuses on the question of audience positioning and does attempt to use examples to support the points being made.·	The introduction and conclusion are not fully developed and, although focused on the question, do not demonstrate a particular clarity of focus.·	Discussion of ‘FHM’ could have developed further examples  from within the magazine and considered how they position the audience; however, there is a sound understanding of this magazine.·	The discussion of ‘The Big Issue’ lacks depth, with aspects of the answer being descriptive.·	The discussion of ‘The Big Issue’ lacks depth of discussion at times, with some aspects of the answer moving towards the audience’s needs, e.g. Maslow.·	Some of the comments focused on ‘The Big Issue’ lack detail/depth in terms of specific articles within the magazine and remain generalised comments.·	The discussion of the positioning of the audience through the website of ‘The Big Issue’ implicitly suggests the candidate has not clearly engaged with the magazine.·	The discussion of ‘Real Women’ loses focus slightly and discusses audience responses rather than positioning.·	There is an attempt to link these points to audience positioning, but this is not developed beyond a reasonably basic point.·	This answer is a good example of a candidate engaging with one text in more detail than the others;  the knowledge and understanding of these texts is uneven.

Sticky Note
The candidate has clearly tried to engage with audience positioning, and maintains a clear focus.  The candidate has clearly engaged with the texts, and can use some reasonably developed examples and points.  ·	The candidate uses some appropriate examples to demonstrate points being made. ·	The candidate makes some attempt to discuss terminology such as ideology, metrosexual, 4D male, and apply theories such as Maslow, Hypodermic Needle and the uses of the text to the points made.  ·	The response to ‘FHM’ is more detailed and developed than the responses to ‘The Big Issue’ and ‘Real People’ and shows a clearer understanding of this text.·	The target audience is identified for each text and some sense of how the text appealed to/ targeted this audience is evident in the response.
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SECTION A: TEXT 


Answer one question from this section. 


A1. Explore the narrative structure of your three main texts. [30] 


Whilst candidates have been asked to explore rather than simply describe, marks 
may be allocated for a straightforward discussion of the narrative structures of each 
of the three main texts.  Please mark these on merit.  Stronger candidates may link 
discussions to how and why the narrative has been constructed in the way that it has. 


Point covered may include reference to: 


 Story/plot structures


 Forms e.g. linear, non-linear, flexi, multi-stranded, sequential, story-arcs


 Theories – for example, Todorov, Strauss and Propp.  Use of theories should be
relevant and linked to texts selected rather than simply defined.


 Narrative codes which help to structure the narrative –e.g. technical, audio,
enigmatic, action, referential etc.


 How a print text constructs a narrative through image and text.
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SECTION A: TEXT 


Answer one question from this section. 


A2. ‘Most texts today mix genres.’  How true is this of your three main texts? [30] 


Many contemporary media texts contain a degree of hybridity so it is likely that many 
candidates will agree with this statement but please look for a coherent discussion 
which refers to the quotation in the question rather than simply describing the key 
conventions of the text/s (a weaker response).   


Points referred to may include references to: 


 Defining genre – discussing hybrid/mixed genre as a concept


 Key conventions/signifiers


 Plot/storylines


 Characters


 Settings and locations


 Iconography.
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B3. How do your three main texts position audiences? [30] 


Most media texts are constructed in a specific way to position a specific (target) 
audience to respond in a particular way.  Candidates may refer to a number of 
different ways that texts position audiences depending on the texts selected.   


These points may refer to: 


 Images and Text


 Mode of address, use of language


 Technical codes – e.g. point of view shots, close-ups, reverse shots


 Privileged spectator position, voyeuristic position


 Ideologies, values


 Situated culture – viewing/reading/listening/playing opportunities


 Preferred readings


 Use of humour, shock, fear, etc.


GCE MEDIA STUDIES MS - Summer 2013 
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B2. How do your three main texts use digital technology? [30] 
 


 This is a broad question which requires candidates to have some knowledge of their 
texts, their production techniques and marketing strategies.  Digital technologies may 
be broadly interpreted to cover specifics like Photoshop and digital editing or more 
generic points such as links to the internet and social networking sites. Higher grade 
candidates are likely to offer well-informed examples. 


 
 The following are some generic points candidates might make for each of the 


industries but, overall, responses will be dependent on texts studied.   The lists are 
not intended to be prescriptive. 


 


TELEVISION: 
Filming techniques 
(e.g. green screen) 
Editing 
CGI 
Red button 
Social network links 
Official and fan 
websites 
 
 


RADIO: 
Production 
techniques 
Sound technology 
Broadcasting 
technology (DAB) 
Internet stations 
 


FILM: 
Production 
techniques 
Post production 
Marketing 
Exhibition 
3D technologies 
DVD 
Social network links 
Official and fan 
websites 
 


MUSIC: 
Recording 
techniques 
Websites 
Videos 
Social networking 
You-tube 
i-tunes, spotify etc 
Live performances  


NEWSPAPERS: 
Production 
Photos 
Editing 
On-line versions 


MAGAZINES: 
Production 
Distribution 
On-line editions 
Forums 


ADVERTISING: 
Production 
Interactivity 
Web sites 
You tube 
Facebook 
Twitter 


COMPUTER 
GAMES: 
Construction 
Graphics 
CGI 
Consoles 
3D 
Virtual realities 
sound 
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SECTION B: INDUSTRY AND AUDIENCE 
 


Answer two questions from this section, using a different media industry for each. 
 
 
B1.  What do texts offer audiences?  Refer to your three main texts in your answer. 
  [30] 
 
 This is quite an open, text-out question.  Responses will be different depending on 


the texts selected, so please look for coherent responses which (at the different 
levels) show a level of understanding about how texts are constructed with specific 
audiences in mind.  More generic points may be linked to theories such as the Uses 
and Gratifications Theory and to engagement, information, escapism and 
pleasures but the following are some more general industry specific points.   The 
lists are not intended to be prescriptive. 
 


TELEVISION: 
Choice 
PSB 
Time-shift viewing 
Red button 
interactivity 
On-going story arcs 
Well known 
characters/actors 


RADIO: 
Background listening 
Varied programming 
Variety within 
programmes 


FILM: 
Variety of choice 
Cinema experience 


MUSIC: 
Variety of genre 
Lifestyles 
Identity and culture 
Way of raising 
variety of issues 
from personal to 
political 


NEWSPAPERS: 
Portability 
Variety 
On-line versions and 
Rolling news 
Pick and Mix 
 


MAGAZINES: 
Portability 
Pick and Mix 
Range of articles 
and features 
On-line versions, 
forums etc 


ADVERTISING: 
Brands and products 
Information 
Altruistic 
opportunities 
(charity) 
On-line links 


COMPUTER 
GAMES: 
User involvement 
On-line communities 
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